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frog cortex represents prey

Vervet monkey calls represent danger

Venus flytrap leaves represent prey

Herbert represents aluminum cans

firing pin represents trigger state

iron represents water and oxygen

Drying Pole represents conquest
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Motivation

Researchers in cognitive science (and other behavioral & biological 
sciences) often ascribe representations to the systems they study. 
According to William Ramsey (2007), they tend to be guided by the 
“receptor notion.” Roughly:

basic receptor notion:
A state s represents a state of affairs p if s is regularly 
and reliably caused by p.                         (Ramsey 2007, p. 119)

Ramsey argues that this norm has liberal consequences (Table 1) 
and should be rejected. His conclusions extend to fancier versions 
of the receptor notion (e.g. that of Dretske 1988).

However, scientists do not endorse these liberal consequences, 
so they can’t be following the basic receptor norm. I propose 
a modified receptor norm that is more adequate to scientists’ 
judgments, and that takes advantage of construals.

Construals
Construals are judgment-like attitudes whose semantic values 
vary licitly independently of the state of affairs they describe. For 
example, ambiguous figures can be construed more than one way 
without themselves changing (Fig 1). Likewise, situations can 
be construed various ways (e.g. as frightening, bracing, boring), 
depending on the attitudes of the construer.

Fig. 1 Ambiguous figures. 1.1: Necker cube. 1.2: duck-rabbit (Jastrow 1899).

Scientists seem to ascribe representational properties only to 
systems construed as organisms in something like this sense…

The Organism-Receptor Account

Construing something as an organism involves seeing it as having 
goal-oriented behaviors and possessing mechanisms that produce 
those behaviors. More precisely:

Organism-Construal:
A judge a in a context c construes a system x as an 
organism if and only if, in c:
o1. a attributes a set of goals G to x, 
o2. a attributes a set of behaviors B to x, 
o3. a believes that the elements of B function to 

promote elements of G, 
o4. a believes that x possesses a set of mechanisms M, 
o5. a believes that the elements of M are causally 

responsible for producing the elements of B.

Conditions (o1) and (o2) are meant to be construals.

And I propose this revised norm for ascribing representations:

Organism-Receptor:
A state s represents a state of affairs p if:
r1. s is regularly and reliably caused by p, and 
r2. s is a functional state of a behavioral mechanism 

possessed by an organism.

This revised norm is adequate to scientists’ ascriptions (Table 1).
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Table 1 intuitions in various cases folk intuition scientific intuition Organism-Receptor basic receptor Ramsey

FFA represents faces
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

frog cortex represents prey
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

vervet monkey calls represent danger
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Venus flytrap leaves represent prey
? ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Herbert represents aluminum cans
✓ ? ? ✓ ✗

firing pin represents trigger state
✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

iron represents water and oxygen
✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

Drying Pole represents conquest
✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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